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Scott Jacobs’ commentary points the way toward further empirical research on the
applicability of the covering generalization approach to evaluating inferences in natural
language. There are however challenges in designing such research.
It is an easy task to secure inter-rater reliability in the identification and
standardization of claim-reason complexes, as was done in the previous study (Hitchcock
2002). It is more difficult to determine what sort of inter-rater reliability can reasonably
be expected in applying the covering generalization approach to a standardized inference.
The covering generalization approach does not seek to reconstruct what covering
generalization, if any, the arguer might have had in mind in making the inference. Nor
does it attempt to determine what covering generalization the inference needs for the
conclusion to follow. The task is one of evaluation, not of reconstruction by an analyst.
The evaluative question is whether at least one covering generalization of the inference
holds non-trivially, either always or for the most part or in the absence of exceptionmaking circumstances. One can reasonably expect inter-rater reliability on the question
whether a proposed inference-licensing principle is in fact a covering generalization of
the inference. One should not expect, however, to get inter-rater reliability on which
covering generalization of the inference is the most plausible among an indefinitely large
number of such covering generalizations. Nor should one expect to get inter-rater
reliability in judgments of acceptability of a given covering generalization. Such covering
generalizations are typically substantive and not merely formal. Hence judgments of their
acceptability will vary according to background knowledge, normative and evaluative
assumptions, and skill in generating counter-examples. Perhaps the best that can be
expected is that divergent judgments about whether and how an inference is valid will
yield after back-and-forth discussion either to consensus or to clarity about the grounds of
an unresolved disagreement. Independent third-party consideration of cases of the latter
sort may help. In any event, it would be important to keep a record of the results of initial
application of the approach by different evaluators, as well as of the content of any
subsequent back-and-forth discussion.
As for projection of the results of the present study and of (Hitchcock 2002) to all
natural-language inferences, the present sample comes from a much more limited
universe than the previous sample of inferences in the English-language books in the
library of a research-intensive university. Samplings of natural-language inference from
other universes are possible. Judgments will need to be made as to whether the results of
such further samplings are worth the time required to obtain them.
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